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May it please the court: 
 

This document notifies you that - 
 

1. A new “Early Warning” of the intent to escalate the coalition aggressors Crime of Genocide               
against the Syrian people, has been signalled by Emmanuel Macron of France, on a Fox               
news interview dated April 22nd 2018, this week; 

 

a. Macron declared his intent [ Article 30 ] to escalate the Crime of Genocide [ Article                
6.c ] against the Syrian people; which is required to be evidenced only by his               
“awareness” [A30] that the “physical destruction” [A6.c] “of one or more Syrian            
persons” [ A 6.c. Element 1 ] will “occur within the ordinary course of events”               
[A30], of coalition nation politicians like Macron, “inflicting” [A6.c] further          
‘Crimes of Aggression’ on Syria, as “conditions of life’ [A6.c] that will be             
necessary for their new attempts to “eliminate Assad and Iran from Syria” as stated. 

 

b. Exhibit A: President Macron’s effective declaration of war on Syria on Fox News   1

 

c. At 7.53 minutes on the video, Marcon states:  “We will have to build the new               
Syria.  And that’s why the US role is very important to play. Why? I will be very                 
blunt. The day we will have finished this war against ISIS; if we leave, definitely               
and totally, even from a political point of view, we will leave the floor to the Iranian                 
Regime, Bashar Al Assad and these guys. And they will prepare the new war.              
They will fuel the new terrorists. So my point is to say,  even after the war against                 
ISIS, the US, France, our allies, will have a very important role to play in               
order to create this new Syria  and ensure Syrian people to decide for the future”. 

 

d. To achieve his goal, Macron and coalition nations must defeat Russia, China, Iran,             
Hezbollah and the Syrian Army. This is only possible by inflicting further death and              
devastation on the Syrian people and after eight years, the I.C.C. should prevent it. 

 

e. This signals to the court, an early warning of illegal military strikes of Aggression,              
that could lead to a chaotic conflict; which respectfully, the International Criminal            
Court should not ignore as it risks the lives of innocents, civilians and military alike. 

 

f. Macron’s statement suggests this politician is an imminent danger to Humanity as            
he is intending to commit War Crimes under Article 8.2.a., including the acts of: 

 

(i) Wilful killing;  
 

(iii) Wilfully causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or health;  
 

(iv) Extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by          
military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly;  

1  https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=534&v=RciZS3NMlUI  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=534&v=RciZS3NMlUI


 

2. Article 82.a.(iv) of “Extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by            
military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly” is a Crime that Macron has              
already committed on April 13th 2018, with illegal Military Strikes, as detailed in the              
submission made to the court on April 16th 2018. 

  
a. OPCW inspectors have now confirmed that there were no Chemical Weapons in            

the locations Marcon, Trump, Netanyahu, May and the Queen bombed in Syria  2

 
3. Macron leveraged the ‘Chemical Weapons’ threat to ‘publicly incite’ an illegal military            

strike, for which Macron is individually criminally liable under the Rome Statute [A25.e]  
 

a. The coalition struck, just as the last of the coalition aggressors terrorist rebel fighters              
were evacuated from East Ghouta, and Syrians finally had a chance for peace. 

 
b. Macron falsely claimed to have evidence that the Syrian army had gassed their own              

people, when all evidence demonstrates the Syrian army liberating their families           
and countrymen; with Syrian civilians supporting the Syrian government and          
Assad; videos which demonstrate this were submitted to the I.C.C. April 16th, 17th. 

 
i. It is worth recalling that in 2017, since Assad, the Syrian Army, Russia and              

Iran were defeating Al Qaeda and the other terrorist mercenaries financed           
alongside the White Helmets by foreign governments like the UK and the            
US - more than half a million Syrians voluntarily returned to their homes in              
liberated areas, under control by Assad according to the UN.    3

 
c. Furthermore, all reporters on the ground, including world famous Robert Fisk, have            

asserted that no evidence of gassing existed and that the White Helmets all             
evacuated town with the terrorists as Al Qaeda members, contradicting Macron and            
the discrediting the source of his false, inconsequential evidence.  4

 
d. American Journalist Pearson Sharp collected extensive on-ground evidence that         

Marcon was promoting a lie  5

 

e. Interview with Treka Syrian commentator, gives a Syrian civilian context to the lie  6

 

f. The Syrian boy featured in the false Chemical Weapon attack videos verified he             
was only doused with water   , evidencing Macron’s dishonesty or incompetency. 7 8

2  https://sputniknews.com/middleeast/201804251063884207-opcw-chemical-weapons-syria-damascus/  
3  http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-40460126  
4  https://tinyurl.com/y869y4y6  
5  https://tinyurl.com/yctlq8gj  
6  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4759AcIwVg&feature=youtu.be  
7  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPGG3P14WWk&feature=youtu.be  
8  https://sputniknews.com/middleeast/201804181063698154-syrian-boy-reveals-truth-helmets/  

https://sputniknews.com/middleeast/201804251063884207-opcw-chemical-weapons-syria-damascus/
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-40460126
https://tinyurl.com/y869y4y6
https://tinyurl.com/yctlq8gj
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4759AcIwVg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPGG3P14WWk&feature=youtu.be
https://sputniknews.com/middleeast/201804181063698154-syrian-boy-reveals-truth-helmets/


 

4. Further to Macron falsely claiming to have irrefutable evidence of the Chemical Attack,             
Macron furthers his dishonesty with unsubstantiated fear mongering against two of the            
nations who’ve lead the legitimate fight to rid Syria of the terrorism, that conversely Macron               
has helped to administer against Syria with the Crime of Aggression. 

 
a. In Macron’s statement on Fox news, he misleads the public again by effectively             

stating that if France, the UK, US, Israel and the Arab state aggressors, do not               
illegally administer the Crimes of Aggression, Crime of Genocide and War Crimes            
against Syrians, in order to illegally ouster a legitimate government, then he accuses             
“Syria and Iran will “prepare the new war.  They will fuel the new terrorists.”. 

 

i. This false and unsubstantiated statement contradicts the fact that Syria and           
Iran have no history of funding terrorists or launching wars;  

 

ii. Rather it is France, UK, US, Israel, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and            
Qatar who are well evidenced to have facilitated terrorism and war. 

 

iii. Macron is once against using false narratives or dishonesty to ‘publicly           
incite’ [A25.e] and ‘induce’ [A25] a new devastating military conflict, with           
intent to ouster Assad and Iran from Syria, where they legitimately reside            
with democratic and allied mandate to govern and co-operate;  

 

iv. Under Element 5, Article 6.c, Macron demonstrates a manifest pattern of           
statements to deceive and mislead, so as to escalate the Crime of Genocide. 

 

v. Assad is the legitimate, democratic leader of Syria, who most recently           
won a democratic vote by 88% of his people in 2014.  9

 

vi. In comparison, Macron only holds his French Presidency by 53% of           
the vote;  10

 

vii. In March 2018, Emmanuel Macron gassed his own French people,          
when 200,000 + French citizens protested in the street against him.   11 12

 

viii. However, if some of the 200,000+ protesters who Macron gassed, made a            
plea by youtube video or via Chinese television, to the Italian, Russian,            
Spanish or Romanian presidents to help them administer a regime change           
to ouster Macron as President, and they obliged with militant mercenaries           
to fight Macron for eight years, with attempt to take over France, would the              
I.C.C. also fail to apply justice against these aggressors for eight years? 

9  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syrian_presidential_election,_2014  
10  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmanuel_Macron  
11  www.express.co.uk/news/world/935490/Paris-protests-french-rally-emmanuel-macron-reforms-paris-riots 
12  www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/05/17/478406817/french-labor-protests-tear-gas-in-paris-truckers-block-highways  

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syrian_presidential_election,_2014
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emmanuel_Macron
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/05/17/478406817/french-labor-protests-tear-gas-in-paris-truckers-block-highways


 

ix. Of similar relevance, is the disingenuous ‘human rights and democracy’          
narratives promoted perversely by other coalition nations leaders: 

 
1. Israel.  This year, on April 9th 2018, Netanyahu gassed Palestinian          

people in his apartheid state , with a black unknown chemical,           13

pictured by footnote . “The gases caused protesters bodies to          14

convulse and tremble. Many lost consciousness as a result for          
several hours.” In 2013, Israel used White Phosphorus bombs on          
Palestinians . Israel uses Chemical Weapons on its people. 15

 
2. U.S. The US have operate the Guantanamo Bay torture detention          

centre, where their humanitarian intervention effort in Iraq based         
on fabricated narratives of WMD’s, killed and displaced millions          16

with the use of biological and chemical weapons on Iraqis .  17

 
3. UK. The UK share responsibility for the crime to devastate Iraq           

and Libya. The UK have been the world’s Genociders in history,           18

with 52 Commonwealth states, many of whom were brutally         
conquered such as India, or worse. In America and Australia, 90%           
of the indigenous people were slaughtered and in Australia, those          
remaining were often chained around their necks like animals. The          
Royal Family made most of their historic money from Slave Trade.  

 
4. Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Qatar and Turkey remain dictatorships.        

Saudi Arabia administered 133 beheadings in the past 8 months. 
 

x. Why is justice being administered on the premise of ‘humanitarian          
intervention’, ‘with bombs’ by a coalition of the worlds’ most brutal,           
deadly and ruthless regimes. 

 

b. The International Criminal Court has a responsibility to protect humanity from those            
leaders who do not intend to restrain their actions to the law; like Macron; 

 

c. In accordance with Kofi Annan’s 5 point plan to prevent Genocide, during his             
tenure as Secretary General of the UN., Macron’s declaration on Fox news is this              
Early Warning Signal of the imminent risk of this new plan to commit War Crimes. 

 

d. Macron has no legitimacy to threaten to attack, take over and / or rebuild Syria.  

13  www.aljazeera.com/news/2017/03/palestinians-honour-rima-khalaf-apartheid-report-170319164356053.html/ 
14  https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20180409-israel-using-strange-gases-against-protesters-in-gaza/  
15  https://muslimvillage.com/2013/09/05/43426/the-palestinian-genocide-by-israel/  
16  https://bit.ly/2r3Z3dx  
17  http://johnpilger.com/videos/breaking-the-silence-truth-and-lies-in-the-war-on-terror  
18  http://johnpilger.com/videos/paying-the-price-killing-the-children-of-iraq  

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20180409-israel-using-strange-gases-against-protesters-in-gaza/
https://muslimvillage.com/2013/09/05/43426/the-palestinian-genocide-by-israel/
https://bit.ly/2r3Z3dx
http://johnpilger.com/videos/breaking-the-silence-truth-and-lies-in-the-war-on-terror
http://johnpilger.com/videos/paying-the-price-killing-the-children-of-iraq


 

e. Macron plans the crimes against a nation where he is already a War Criminal due to  
 

i. Illegal military strikes on April 13th 2018, 
 

ii. French troops on the ground in occupation in Northern Syria, 
 

iii. The coalition group has been administering terrorist mercenaries, 
 

iv. The crimes spanning rape, torture and murder, committed by these          
terrorists, for which he has liability under A28, as a Superior commander. 

 
f. In accordance with the Rome Statute, Macron is criminally responsible and liable            

for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court for  
 

(a) Committing the crime, whether as an individual, jointly with another or through             
another person, regardless of whether that other person is criminally responsible;  

 

(b) Ordering, soliciting or inducing the commission of such a crime which in fact  
occurs or is attempted;  

 

(c) For the purpose of facilitating the commission of such a crime, aids, abets or               
otherwise assists in its commission or its attempted commission, including providing           
the means for its commission;  

 

(d) In any other way contributes to the commission or attempted commission of             
such a crime by a group of persons acting with a common purpose. Such              
contribution shall be intentional and shall either: (i) Be made with the aim of              
furthering the criminal activity or criminal purpose of the group, or (ii) Be made in               
the knowledge of the intention of the group to commit the crime; 

 

(e) In respect of the Crime of Genocide, directly and publicly incites others to              
commit genocide; [ defined by Article 6.c, to deliberately inflict conditions of life             
upon a group, that will bring about their physical destruction in whole or in part ] 

 

5. On this basis, the court is respectfully advised of President Macron’s effective declaration of              
war against Assad and the legitimate government of Syria and against Iran, on Fox news,               
by declaring his intent to rid them from the region so that he may rebuild a new Syria where                   
he has no legitimacy.  This discloses the ‘group’ intent of other coalition aggressor leaders. 

 
6. At 9.40 minutes, Macron clearly states his awareness that the allies are at war  against  Syria; 

 

a. “You cannot make a trade war with your ally. I’m an easy guy. I’M VERY               
SIMPLE. I’m straightforward. ITS TOO COMPLICATED IF YOU MAKE         
WAR AGAINST EVERYBODY.  You make Trade war against China. Trade war  
against Europe. War in Syria. War against Iran. Come on, it doesn’t work. You              
need an ally.  We are the ally.” 



 

i. In this context, the named respondents are already advancing an illegal war            
which includes the Crime of Aggression, Crime of Genocide and their           
personal individual liability for the War Crimes committed by their proxy           
mercenary fighters under Article 28 of the Rome Statute, as their superiors. 

 

ii. However, Macron’s statement plainly defines the allies intend to make War           
in Syria, “Inflicting conditions of life against the population has has           
brought about their physical destruction in whole or in part; [ Article 6.c ],              
which is the Crime of Genocide.  

 

iii. This Crime of Genocide can be “calculated” [ Article 6.c, Element 4 ] to              
escalate, due to Macron’s new declaration against Assad and Iran; 

 

iv. Signalled by Macron’s manifest pattern of false statements [ A6.c, Element           
5 ] to publicly incite [ A25.e ] this illegal conflict; with awareness of the               
physical destruction and war crimes he will commit against Syrian          
Civilians within the ordinary course of events of his attempting an illegal            
regime change [Article 30 ]; this renders Macron to be one of the world’s              
greatest current threats to humanity; spritely planning the mass death of           
Syrians and potentially years more war for a gentle, generous people. 

 

v. Macron’s statement also assures the intention of the French, US and Allies            
to “Make war against Iran”, with 81 million civilians at risk; in order to              
ouster Assad, build a new Syria and ultimately overthrow Iran.   19 20

 

7. Further evidencing the threat that is building; Macron, Trump, May, Boris and the Queen              
just received a visit from Crown Prince Bin Salman of Saudi Arabia;  

 

a. There is a reasonable expectation that the 18 billion dollar deal Bin Salman              21

signed with France, the 12.5 billion deal he signed with the US and the 140 million                
dollar deal  he signed with the UK for humanitarian aid, was a pay to play.  22

 

b. The UK payment in particular to protect human rights in Yemen appears            
suspiciously like a bribe, on the basis that: 

i. UK bombs, with Saudi and US coalition airstrikes have devastated Yemen,  
ii. This week, President Saleh Al-Sammad is reportedly killed by their strikes. 
iii. The UK have no mandate to enter Yemen in a humanitarian context,  
iv. Saudi Arabia has administered a blockage against other humanitarian aid          

reaching Yemen.  
v. The obvious irony indicates a bribe or cover to procure arms for bombing             

in Yemen, without the UK overtly complicit in Yemen war crimes   23

19  https://www.democracynow.org/2018/3/12/100_years_of_us_interference_regime  
20  https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2006/04/17/the-iran-plans  
21 http://asianews.it/news-en/Mohammad-bin-Salman-and-Macron:-hugs-and-billion-dollar-deals-43592.html 
22  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWZ1OHCUb44  
23  www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/03/uk-politicians-brand-saudi-arms-deal-national-disgrace-180310074713030.html  

https://www.democracynow.org/2018/3/12/100_years_of_us_interference_regime
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2006/04/17/the-iran-plans
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWZ1OHCUb44
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2018/03/uk-politicians-brand-saudi-arms-deal-national-disgrace-180310074713030.html


 

c. However, this financing or financing within Saudi Arabia’s trip to the UK, could be              
related to Russia’s statement that the UK were directly related in pressuring the             
White Helmets to stage the Douma attack, detailed to the court on April 16th and               
17th, as Saudi Arabia are heavily invested in their regime change agenda in Syria. 

 

d. Saudi Arabia provided finance for the terrorist fighters launched by Obama’s CIA            
program and some estimate their current investment toward this “regime change”            24

in Syria, to be at 4 billion or greater.  
 

i. In 2014, Saudi Arabia had the highest number of nationals recorded as            
ISIS fighters, numbering 2500,  indicating complicity in ISIS leadership. 25

 
ii. With the exception of Tunisia who had 3000 fighters at that time, where             

they ran an extensive recruitment process ,  26

 
iii. Tunisia launched the wave of destabilization, after Ghannouchi, having         

been in exile in Britain for 20 years, came back as  another of Britain's              
guys , to manage  what the OTP-CR-226-16 submission to the I.C.C. dated           
August 2016, evidenced to be  the coalition triggered Arab Spring or           
color revolutions;  whereby UK and US business, industrial and IT leaders           
are evidenced to have been instigators of this, including Google - with            
what destabilized and devastated civilians across the Middle East;  

 
e. Bin Salman recently visited the UK on March 7th, the US in March, then France,               

flying out on April 11th, only 2 days before Macron then conducted illegal             
airstrikes against Syria on April 13th, due to a false declaration of evidence that              
chemical weapons were used; as detailed in point 3. 

 
ISIS is declared eliminated. Does Macron know something Trump, Putin and Assad didn’t? 
 

8. In the Fox news interview, Macron promoted ISIS fighters as a current risk in Syria, when                
President Putin , President Assad and President Trump on April 22nd and also asserted               27 28

in this tweet just prior to the illegal bombing this month on April 12th had ALL                 29

announced that ISIS had been eliminated from Syria this month, finally after eight years. 
 

9. It is clear from Macron’s interview on Fox news that he knew that ISIS fighters were due to                  
make a new appearance, when three other Presidents with greater involvement and            
intelligence relevant to the war in Syria, declared ISIS to be eliminated in the weeks prior. 

24  https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/24/world/middleeast/us-relies-heavily-on-saudi-money-to-support-syrian-rebels.html?_r=0 
25 https://spectatorblogs.imgix.net/files/2014/08/foreignFighters-Jan14-GS.jpg 
26  https://tinyurl.com/ybok6jpq  
27  https://www.sott.net/article/381867-Islamic-State-in-Syria-completely-defeated-Putin  
28  https://twitter.com/trueamerica1st/status/988030510067666944  
29 

https://tinyurl.com/ybok6jpq
https://www.sott.net/article/381867-Islamic-State-in-Syria-completely-defeated-Putin
https://twitter.com/trueamerica1st/status/988030510067666944


 

10. After taking the 18 billion from Bin Salman and then conducting illegal airstrikes - with               
co-ordinated timing on the morning of these airstrikes,  Macron’s prediction conveniently           
came true - and Al Masdar News reported that mercenary fighters, branding themselves as              
ISIS, began sudden attacks on the edge of Damascus.  30

 
11. April 22nd 2018 - The Syrian Army in Damascus is still fighting ISIS militants; where               

otherwise across Syria ISIS had been eradicated  31

 
12. April 23rd 2018 - mercenary terrorist fighters claiming the ISIS brand, have bombed a              

popular Damascus market  32

 

13. It is clear that the pockets of ISIS fighters are isolated to only the city of Damascus location,                  
“calculated” [Article 6.c, Element 4] to keep the ISIS narrative alive for Macron’s ‘current’              
threat, which allows them scope to build further narratives to justify military strikes against              
Damascus like false Chemical Weapon attacks; that will increase the Syrian Genocide [A6c]  

 

a. The sudden attack of this specific brand of fighting group, when they no longer              
existed - signals that Macron had knowledge to conveniently leverage the new ISIS             
threat that he promoted on Fox news interview ahead of time, in direct contradiction              
to the other three presidents with territorial intelligence in Syria, who all made             
statements from April 12th - to April 23rd that ISIS was eliminated in Syria.  

 

b. Macron’s knowledge otherwise, suggests the launch of ISIS is deliberately planned           
for a resurgence by someone to whom he is associated, as a tried and true strategy                
to mislead the public and give false cover for illegal acts, so as to secure continued                
impunity for the crime, as the last eight years have provided the aggressor nations. 

 

c. Respectfully, the I.C.C. should investigate the key donors of Macron’s election           
campaign, to identify if his significant backers have obvious ties to any of the              
neighbouring countries who stand to benefit from Assad’s overthrow,  

 

i. Consider Macron’s financial ties to Israel, Saudi Arabia, Qatar or Jordan.  
 

ii. Turkey has declared French Troops on his border in Syria to be equivalent             
to an act of war, so it is unlikely to be Turkey, 

 

iii. Macron is clearly willing to sacrifice mass civilian casualties in order to            
gain economic, territorial and resource control over Syria,  

 

iv. It is not necessary for France to overthrow Assad, and Macron is clearly             
demonstrating repeated dishonesty to achieve it,  

 

v. Therefore, Macron’s motivation must be for the interests of another nation; 

30  www.almasdarnews.com/article/isis-launches-offensive-in-southern-damascus-after-us-coalition-bombs-syria/ 
31  https://tinyurl.com/y8qfgs6x 
32  https://muraselon.com/en/2018/04/watch-isis-strikes-crowded-popular-market-in-downtown-damascus-casualties-reported/  

https://muraselon.com/en/2018/04/watch-isis-strikes-crowded-popular-market-in-downtown-damascus-casualties-reported/


 

vi. The 18 billion dollar contract from Bin Salman may have wagged           
Macron’s tail to inflict an endless state of war on the Syrian people, until              
Assad is killed and Iran forced out of Syria, with certain mass civilian death 

 
14. The strategy to advance an illegal regime change with a new private mercenary force 

 

a. 3 days after the illegal coalition military strikes against Syria, The Wall Street             
Journal reported “The Trump administration is seeking to assemble an Arab force             33

to replace the U.S. military contingent in Syria and help stabilize the northeastern             
part of the country after the defeat of Islamic State, U.S. officials said.” 

 

b. Simultaneously Erik Prince, founder of Blackwater, the company of armed          
mercenaries for hire, began media on April 19th, detailing his intention to privately             
manage the CRIME OF AGGRESSION continuing with a private armed force  34

 
c. The North Eastern part of Syria, is where the US now occupy 30% of Syria’s               

sovereign territory that has the most oil, gas and water resources in Syria ; thus his                35

narrative to ‘stabilize’ is a cover to fight to retain illegally US occupied Syrian land. 
 

d. Since Macron’s new ISIS story, Trump has now contradicted himself to adopt the             
‘relaunch ISIS in Syria’ narrative also, demonstrating deliberate dishonesty.  

 

e. Whereby, Trump announced ISIS defeated and eliminated from Syria on April 12th            
and April 22nd by tweets. Now, to complement Macron, he is once again             
promoting the ISIS narrative, to justify their desire to retain control over ⅓ of Syrian               
territory which they currently illegal occupy for the purpose of oil resource theft. 

 

f. The US are building new military bases in Syria, to strengthen their occupation   36

 

g. With complimentary timing, Saudi Arabia have announced their intent to enter           
Syrian territory with military, to compliment their existing terrorist mercenaries ,           37

under the ‘pretext’ of fighting ISIS; which by all accounts no longer exists, with              
exception of this new pocket in Damascus. Saudi Arabia is the third coalition to              
bring back to life the promotion of ISIS as a new threat, on the eve of their demise.  

 

h. False Chemical Weapons attack provocations are failing for the coalition, as they            
can be evidenced as disingenuous; However rebranding other terrorist fighters and           
readying a relaunch of ISIS, which provided a successful war cover narrative, with             
immunity from international law for these aggressors, for over the last eight years,             
appears to be the new agenda. Bringing ISIS is back as the tried and true deception. 

33  https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-seeks-arab-force-and-funding-for-syria-1523927888  
34  https://tinyurl.com/ybggswl7  
35  https://steemit.com/news/@mintpressnews/how-the-us-occupied-the-30-of-syria-that-contains-the-most-of-its-oil-water-and-gas 
36  www.almasdarnews.com/article/us-builds-new-base-in-syria-despite-trumps-claims-of-withdrawing-troops-soon/  
37  https://mobile.almasdarnews.com/article/saudi-arabia-ready-and-willing-to-send-forces-to-syria-pending-us-led-coalition-request/  
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https://tinyurl.com/ybggswl7
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https://www.almasdarnews.com/article/us-builds-new-base-in-syria-despite-trumps-claims-of-withdrawing-troops-soon/
https://mobile.almasdarnews.com/article/saudi-arabia-ready-and-willing-to-send-forces-to-syria-pending-us-led-coalition-request/


 

15. Macron’s effective Threat to Kill the President of Syria  
 

a. Macron’s declared intention on his Fox news interview on April 22nd, included the             
implicit threat to eliminate, if not murder Assad and remove Iran from Syria;  

 

b. Every nation in the world has law which recognises a threat to kill or harm another                
human being is a criminal offense; even when only implied. Macron has declared             
his intent to commit a serious war crimes by overthrowing an elected President. 

 

c. Previous evidence details coalition plans to bomb the Presidential palace.   38 39

 

d. A French President openly declaring his intention to likely murder another           
President, reflects French President Sarkozy ordering the murder of Gaddafi.  40

 

e. The UK also admitted that Gaddafi became a target of airstrikes  41

 

f. With respect, this should suggest to the International Criminal Court, that due to the              
failure of International Justice, to remedy the criminal impunity of Sarkozy, the new             
President Macron, may feel empowered to commit the same crime against Assad.  

 

g. The impunity of these aggressive colonising nations, including the UK, US and            
French demonstrated throughout their long history of illegal wars with criminal           
impunity, in the case of Syria this is detailed since the 1940’s on the footnote   42

 

h. Previous submissions to the I.C.C. for OTP-CR-226-16, have detailed the Qatar,           
Saudi, Israel pipeline plans that Assad refused,   43

 

i. Sarkozy threatened to “fuck” Assad’s “country with fire and blood”   44

 

ii. This pipeline would ultimately enable Israel to be a major exporter of oil  45

 

iii. This motivated Qatar and Saudi to support terrorists to destabilize Syria  46

 

iv. A secret cable planned Assad’s overthrow with Treasury, Israel, National          
Security Council, Secretary of State, League of Arab States, U.S. EU           
Mission, United Nations NY, US Central Command | White House  47

 

v. US and Israel planned to overthrow Assad in 2006  48

38  www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-03-21/if-us-plans-terrorist-false-flag-chemical-attack-justify-bombing-syria-russia-says  
39  http://uschnews.com/israel-threatens-to-bomb-assads-presidential-palace/  
40  www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2210759/Gaddafi-killed-French-secret-serviceman-orders-Nicolas-Sarkozy-sources-claim.html  
41  https://www.theguardian.com/world/2011/mar/20/coalition-criticism-arab-league-libya  
42  http://www.us-uk-interventions.org/Syria.html  
43  https://www.counterpunch.org/2015/12/08/syria-ultimate-pipelineistan-war/  
44  https://tinyurl.com/y8627spn  
45  https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2055860827960265&set=p.2055860827960265&type=3&theater&ifg=1 
46  https://www.counterpunch.org/2016/09/15/assads-death-warrant/  
47  www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-09-21/secret-cable-reveals-us-plan-overthrow-assad-exploiting-extremist-groups  
48  https://www.mintpressnews.com/julian-assange-us-israel-planned-to-overthrow-assad-in-2006/209493/  
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16. The resurgence of the ISIS narrative with rebranded mercenaries under Macron 
 

a. It is clear that all terrorists who are fighting in Syria are from nations around the                
world , and have been primarily financed, or aided, abetted or facilitated by Israel,              49

US, UK, France, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Jordan.  
 

b. President Putin gives an interesting speech to this effect with diplomatic restraint,            
inferring the fact that these nations have financed  ISIS on the footnoted video. ;  50

 

c. President Putin stated “I provided data on the financing of different Islamic State             
(IS, formerly ISIS/ISIL) units by private individuals. This money, comes from 40            
countries and, there are some of the G20 members among them,”   51

 

d. On this basis, in the interests of world security, the I.C.C. can secure this              
information and act against the international criminal financiers of ISIS, as they            
remain a threat, having been resettled back into countries across the world  52

 

e. The profile submitted to the I.C.C. on the pipeline in April 2017, “The             
announcement of the Iran-Iraq-Syria pipeline deal in 2011, was signed July 2012.   

53

 

f. Subsequent timing made good of Sarkozy’s threat to fuck Syria with “Fire and             
Blood”, ISIS “the new bogeyman of terrorism and the re-branded version of            
Al-Qaeda” was launched    54

 

g. This evolved just as Twelfth Respondent Hillary Clinton’s leaked emails predicted [            
which were submitted to the International Criminal Court within the August 2016            
case submission for OTP-CR-226-16 ] with a transfer planned from local fighters,            
to US military entry, thanks to a plea for help broadcast via Qatar’s royal owned               
media outlet ‘Al Jazeera’, in June 2013; from the leader of the initial group of               
terrorists called the ‘Free Syrian Army’ promoted as freedom fighters. 

 

h. “Within just a week of the Syrian rebel leaders, preplanned plea for help to enable               
Hillary Clinton’s plans for foreign forces to illegally enter Syrian territory, ignited; 

 

i. The US, UK, South East, Jordan, Qatar, Turkey and Israel began ‘officially’            
providing weapons, training and money to the so called rebels FSA, in June 2013.  

 

j. By September 2013 American media (CNN, Washington Post etc) state          
"CIA-Funded weapons have begun flowing to Syrian Rebels" the weapons might           
not have been American made but were funded and organized by CIA, sent to              
Rebels and were seen in hands of FSA and ISIS with no distinction between brands 

49  https://spectatorblogs.imgix.net/files/2014/08/foreignFighters-Jan14-GS.jpg 
50  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQuceU3x2Ww  
51  https://www.rt.com/news/322305-isis-financed-40-countries/  
52  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96k_8ywt22g  
53  http://fortune.com/2015/12/21/isis-oil-prices/  
54  https://www.quora.com/How-did-ISIS-form-When-and-where-did-ISIS-begin  
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17. A British man launched ISIS to the world. 
 

a. Beginning in 2014, a number of people from various countries were  beheaded by a              
British National, called Mohammed Emwazi. Emwazi lived in the prestigious          
London neighbourhood of Maidavale from age 6 - 21, and attended the University             
of Westminster, closely located the the Royal Family and no doubt MI6.    55

 

b. The first beheading, that of James Foley, was therefore the beheading of an             
American journalist arranged by a well educated British man from London,  56

 

c. Yet, this British man from the upper echelons of London, who spent most of his life                
living near the Queen, was branded as the “ Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant               
(ISIL), a radical  Sunni   Islamist  group operating in  Iraq  and parts of  Syria . 

 

d. Britain is considered the world’s hotbed for terrorist extremists, which gives rise             57

to suspicions that the mind control technology is being used, as is evidenced within              
the OTP-CR-226-16 August 2017 submission to the International Criminal Court,          
which tracked Google’s social media instigations of Arab Spring narratives to their            
experimentation with such technology for Darpa, and its possible use on Tunisian            
recruits for ISIS, to render their battlefield behaviour to a non-human state  58

 

e. Demonstrably faked, green screen hollywood style ISIS beheading videos were          
staged and used as a recruitment tool to secure international fighters for ISIS ,  59 60

 

i. This video which shows the British Beheader green-screen video was          
reportedly hacked or secured from John McCain’s staff  61

 

1. Unsurprisingly, no blood sprung from the necks of those having          
their heads supposedly sawn off by a knife. 

 

2. The Americans were wearing clean and ironed orange jumpsuits         
as though a dry cleaner was close by. 

 

ii. These fake beheadings conveniently stopped once they had: 
 

1. recruited fighters from around the world  62

 

2. ‘publicly incited’ a narrative that justified their public budget         
expenditure on creating new terrorists, to fight the other terrorists; 

55  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jihadi_John  
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iii. ISIS recruitment was helped by the American Television show Vice,          
founded by Shane Smith, whose reporters travelled with ISIS - who were            
filmed with US weapons - while Shane himself was meeting Obama, ,             63 64

who launched the Timber Sycamore program to train terrorist fighters; as            65

Vice was filming a documentary while travelling with the terrorist fighters; 
 

“The Vice documentary violated US Law, under a prohibition on providing  
material support to designated  foreign terrorist organizations (FTOs) , or          66

even just “ terrorists .” The U.S. wants to block the flow of money, materiel,             
and men to groups like ISIS which is among the 59 groups on the State               
Department’s  FTO list . But the government’s definition of material          67

support goes beyond, well, material, and  encompasses “service,         68

including currency or monetary instruments or financial securities, financial         
services, lodging, training, [and] expert advice or assistance.” 

 

The Vice journalist was “Shown traveling with ISIS fighters, speaking with           
prisoners in an ISIS jail who proclaim their repentance and gratitude to the             
caliphate, and bouncing around the Syrian city of Raqqa in the jeep of the              
new “morals police”  (hisba), raping their way across Syria as celebrities  69

 

f. Yet Saudi Arabia, administers beheadings regularly, executing 133 civilians in the           
last eight months alone; and with ISIS promoted as the ‘morals police’ by Vice,               70

Saudi Arabia’s complicity is highlighted by the fact that ISIS were not spreading an              
abominable terror from the middle ages but rather, the Sharia law regime of Saudi              
Arabia’s religious extremist wahhabism that May, Macron and Trump support. 

 

g. Therefore, a British national, launched a heavily Saudi financed UK / US /              71

French coalition gang of mercenaries supplied with US and UK weapons, vehicles,            
branded merchandise, a designer flag, with payment to promote an extremist Saudi            
religious narrative and instructions to rape, murder and administer beheadings          
designed to shock the world with ‘the way of life’ of Saudi Arabia, whose U.N.               
ambassador is the new President of the United Nations Human Rights Council.  72

 

h. The coalition countries needed to create someone evil to fight, which was ISIS, and              
have fighters on their behalf who they called ‘moderate rebels’ to give them cover              
to seize military control of territories; without staging an outright illegal war. 

63  http://moderaterebelsradio.com/vice-media-us-empire-robbie-martin-episode-13/  
64  https://tinyurl.com/yaqv4p3w  
65  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timber_Sycamore  
66  http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2339B?qt-us_code_tabs=1#qt-us_code_tabs  
67  http://www.state.gov/j/ct/rls/other/des/123085.htm  
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18. A British man, ex Military, launched The White Helmets,  
 

a. The White Helmets were launched in 2014 as the civil defense force dedicated to              
rescuing and supporting the terrorists; with men who were simply Al Qaeda            
rebranded for a publicly front, for access to money without sanctions preventing it. 

 

b. Not surprisingly, another British National, James Le Mesurier, launched the group           
as a Civil Defense force for the “Syrian Opposition Controlled Areas”, which are             
clearly the areas held by armed mercenary terrorists as they rescued terrorists.  73

 

c. This new British Group called the White Helmets was marketed in 2014,            
simultaneously to the launch of Jihadi John’s Hollywood perfect beheadings to           
brand ISIS so as to increase the climate of fear that would compel the public’s               
willingness for military expenditure and recruit fighters world wide,  

 

d. Extensive detail regarding the White Helmets as a marketing front for Al Qaeda,             
was provided to the International Criminal Court on a 2nd submission in April 2017              
and in others.  This is summarised on the file linked by footnote  74

 

e. The invention of the White Helmets brand [SCD], allowed taxpayers budgets from            
seemingly respectful nations around the world, to pay for the rescue of terrorists             
under the cover of ‘humanitarian aid’; to provide support when attacked by the             
Syrian Army, when the Army were attempting to rescue their civilians from the             
terrorists who were starving, raping, killing, stealing off and generally devastating. 

 

f. The nations which financed this group,prevented the rescue and liberation of           
civilians from devastating war crimes which  the United States, the United           
Kingdom, and other western governments were financing and facilitating.          75

Initially the United Kingdom  Foreign and Commonwealth Office was the largest           
source of funding by Mayday Rescue Foundation. [  to save terrorist ‘victims’ ] 76

  
g. As of 2016, SCD state they are also partly funded through Chemonics, a U.S.              

based private international development company - who respectfully should be          
investigated by the I.C.C. for any Syrian contracts which they have profited from    

77

 

h. While the White Helmets are clearly only operating in Rebel held areas where             
citizens are raped, tortured, murdered and starved; they departed on terrorist buses            
upon evacuation surrender agreements; and are responsible for staging all the ‘faux’            
chemical weapons attacks on youtube videos that provoked illegal strikes; 

 

73  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Helmets_(Syrian_Civil_War)  
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75  http://syriacivildefense.org/our-partners  
76  https://tinyurl.com/y6vdxtf5  
77  https://www.chemonics.com/Pages/Home.aspx  
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i. The coalition government politicians have sent millions to “provide means for” their            
existence in rebel held areas, which is a crime of individual accountability under             
Article 25 of the Rome Statute,  

 

j. These politicians effectively financed a personal rescue force to keep terrorists alive,            
which forced civilians to remain as their victims of sustained war crimes.  

 

k. White Helmets financiers, who as superiors enabled this crime [Article 28], include            
politicians of Canada, Denmark, Germany, Japan, Netherlands and New Zealand.  

 

l. Under Article 25, these politicians provided means for the crime and thus have             
criminal liability for the crime. 

 

m. The US and UK funding came specifically from the US Agency for International             
Development  (USAID) and UK  Conflict, Stability and Security Fund  (CSSF).  

 

n. The SCD also received individual donations online , thus individual White           78

Helmets financiers can be investigated by the I.C.C. 
 

o. There are at least 232,751 individual donors on one fundraising page, which may             
identify independent companies similar to Chemonics with business benefit from          
the war in certain territories, which the terrorists helped to occupy; as this financing              
was obviously able to override the US Sanctions and reach the terrorists in Syria. 

 

p. Those who “provided means for” [ Article 25 ] the White Helmets include George              
and Amal Clooney; who also ‘publicly incited’ [ Article 25.e ] support for the              
White Helmet brand front of Al Qaeda and other terrorists.  

 

i. George filmed a documentary featuring the White Helmets saving lives of           
terrorists and promoting them as Heroes to win an Oscar.  79

 

ii. Amal does considerable work to promote the rapes of Yazidi girls, who            
suffered at White Helmets members of Al Qaeda and Isis,   80

 
 

19. Why British instigators of this devastation strategy and the broader British benefit. 
 

a. It is important to remember that the primary decision maker to give the order for the                
illegal military strikes against Syria for Britain, was Tenth Respondent to the I.C.C.             
submission OTP-CR-226016, Her Majesty the Queen, Elizabeth Alexandra Mary         
Windsor; and in addition to Second Respondent Theresa May, this also occurred            
under Fourteenth Respondent David Cameron, following Eleventh Respondent        
Tony Blair’s launch of the seven country war plan  with the Queen as the constant  81
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i. The Queen, Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor, could have prevented the          
War Crimes, Crime of Aggression and Crime of Genocide, operationally          
advanced by Second Respondent Theresa May, Fourteenth Respondent        
David Cameron and Eleventh Respondent Tony Blair;  

 
ii. Thus, while the level of responsibility of May, Cameron and Blair cannot            

be set-aside, nor should they have any chance at immunity given the            
severity of their conduct; under Article 27 and Article 28 of the Rome             
Statute, the Queen has superior authority and thus ultimate responsibility          
for the Crime, which extends back to the Iraq War in 2003. 

 
b. While recent British benefit from the coalition appears evidenced clearly by Theresa            

May’s husband’s company, being the largest shareholder in BAE systems, which           
sells weapons, profiting from the April 13th illegal bombing May lied to advance  82

 
i. “Philip May, husband of the UK prime minister, works for a company that             

is the largest shareholder in arms manufacturer, BAE Systems, whose share           
price has soared since the recent airstrikes in Syria.” 

 
ii. “May’s company, Capital Group, is also the second-largest shareholder in          

Lockheed Martin – a US military arms firm that supplies weapons systems,            
aircraft and logistical support. Its shares have also rocketed since the missile            
strikes last week, sanctioned by Theresa May.  83

 
iii. “It has been reported that the UK’s contribution to military strikes was to             

fire eight ‘Storm-Shadow’ missiles at an alleged chemical weapons facility,          
each of which cost £790,000 ($1.13 million) – totaling £6.32 million ($9            
million). The missiles were manufactured by BAE Systems.”  84

 
c. Another invaluable benefit for their coalition nations to illegally attack Syria, was            

that in 2014, the price of oil plummeted due to the creation of ISIS.   85

 
d. The Queen’s close ties to the Cambridge Analytica scandal highlights deliberate           

public deception through media campaigns to promote a false security threat,  
 

i. The use of narratives to deceive the public reflects promotion of the staged             
Skipral poisoning and faked chemical weapons attacks in Syria, to provoke           
illegal military strikes; used with intent to generate propaganda against          
Russia. 

 
ii. “ Bellacaledonia.org.uk reports: Cambridge Analytica is a mere offshoot of         

Strategic Communication Laboratories (SCL Group) – an organisation        
with its roots deeply embedded within the British political, military and           
royal establishment.” 
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iii. “Indeed, as the Observer article which broke the scandal said “For all            
intents and purposes, SCL/Cambridge Analytica are one and the         
same.”Like Cambridge Analytica, SCL group is behavioral research and         
strategic communication company.” 

 
iv. Of greatest concern: “In 2005, SCL went public with a glitzy exhibit            

at the DSEI conference, the UK’s largest showcase for military          
technology. It’s ‘ hard sell ’ was a demonstration of how the UK           
government could use a sophisticated media campaign of mass         
deception to fool the British people into the thinking an accident at a             
chemical plant had occurred and threatened central London.” 

 
v. “Board members include an array of Lords, Tory donors, ex-British army           

officers and defense contractors. This is scandal that cuts to the heart of the              
British establishment. SCL Group says on its website that it provides           
“data, analytics and strategy to governments and military organizations         
worldwide.”  

 
vi. The organisation boasts that it has conducted “behavioral change         

programs” in over 60 countries and its clients have included the           
British Ministry of Defence, the US State Department and NATO.”  86

 
20. The fake “brutal dictator” narrative established by duplicitous leaders and media. 

 
a. Assad has been the leader of Syria since 2000. For 11 years, there were no protests,                

rebellions, revolutions or civil wars in Syria. Syria was peaceful, secular and quite             
prosperous under Assad. Sunnis, Shiites, Jews, Christians and other sects co-existed           
harmoniously. People had free healthcare and free education, including college.          
Woman had freedom and respect. 

 
b. Muslim Brotherhood and Sunni jihadists have been a source of terrorism for the last              

50 years in Syria, but Assad had them under control until 2011 US interference,              
evidenced by the Clinton emails submitted to the court from Aug. 2016, Apr 2017. 

 
c. Under Assad, Syria’s GDP tripled from 2000 to 2010.   87

 
d. Assad reduced the debt-to-GDP ratio from 150% to 30%.  88

 
e. Under Assad, Syria it was the #1 destination for Iraqi refugees, who fled because of               

US Crime of Aggression, and who the UN Could not afford to help, Assad paid to                
support the refugees. By 2010, one million Iraqi refugees were living in Syria.   89

 
f. In a 2009 CNN Arabic poll that included many Middle Eastern countries, Assad             

won the “Person of the year” title by a large margin — he won 66% of the votes.  90
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g. In a Zogby Arabic poll in 2009, people were asked which leader they admired the               
most outside their own country.  In that poll also, Assad came first.   91

 
h. In 2010 – one year before the proxy war started, 8.5 million tourists visited Syria as                

a beautiful, historic, peaceful and safe destination.  92

 
i. The New York Times listed 31 best places in the world to visit in 2010, Syria #7   93

 
j. “Peter Marshall’s Syria,” documents Syria as a tourist. He is a famous British             

historian and writer, in 2009 and early 2011, just when the protests were beginning,              
his work showed the country to be peaceful and happy.  94

 
k. Asma Assad was born and raised in the UK, got a degree in computer science,               

worked at JP Morgan in London, and planned an MBA at Harvard. Then Bashar              
Assad proposed, they got married and Asma moved to Syria. Bashar is a doctor              
who studied in the UK to be an ophthalmologist. They have three children.  95

 
21. This escalation of the Syrian Genocide and the terror inflicted on the Syrian people, is occuring                

with a manifest pattern of statements and orders in accordance with Article 6.c, Element 4,               
where the named respondents are publicly inciting and inducing others to inflict conditions of              
life on the Syrian People; which in accordance with Article 6.c, Element 5, is calculated to                
further bring about their physical destruction in whole or in part of the Syrian people, where the                 
decision makers are aware that their Acts of Aggression will occur within the ordinary course               
of events [ Article 30.b ], result in Article 8.1.3 War Crimes of (i) Wilful killing; and (iii)                  
Wilfully causing great suffering, or serious injury to body or health;  

 
22. The court can summons all relevant named respondents for questioning on the basis of Article               

21, allowing the following international legal principles to be considered, including: 

a. hostes humani generis to recognise the named respondents as individuals who are            
the worst 'enemy of the human race'. 

b. erga omnes, where justice is owed to the entire world community. 

c. jus cogens, where certain international legal obligations are binding on all states            
when crimes are so grievous that they are universally condemned. 

 

23. On this basis, the ICC can prosecute US citizens: 

a. The United States agreed under the The United Nations Security Council           
Resolution 1674, adopted by the UNSC on 28 April 2006, that US impunity would              
end with respect to Crimes of Genocide, War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity. 

b. On this basis, they nullified their previous proviso of ‘immunity from prosecution            
for genocide without state consent’ that they had required when signing The            
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide 1948 and             
as such, impunity from these crimes ended for US nationals in 2006. 

91  http://foreignpolicy.com/2009/05/20/arab-public-opinion-in-2009/  
92  https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tourism_in_Syria  
93  https://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/10/travel/10places.html?pagewanted=2  
94  https://youtu.be/BQI7bro0BrE  
95  http://gawker.com/asma-al-assad-a-rose-in-the-desert-1265002284  
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c. In the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document, the US also agreed to the world’s              
responsibility to protect populations from genocide, war crimes and crimes against           
humanity to prevent civilian populations from suffering gross human rights          
violations. 

d. As such, the I.C.C. can apply the law to prevent Genocide against American             
citizens accused of willfully inciting the crime that will deliberately inflict           
conditions of life upon the people of Syria, that will bring about their physical              
destruction in whole or in part;  

 
24. The Preamble of the Rome Statute, is  

 
a. Mindful that during this century millions of children, women and men have been             

victims of unimaginable atrocities that deeply shock the conscience of humanity; [of            
which the Syrian war is potentially the worst];  

 
b. Affirms that the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a              

whole must not go unpunished;  
 

c. Determined to put an end to impunity for the perpetrators of these crimes and thus               
contribute to the prevention of such crimes. 

 
25. The Prosecutor of the I.C.C. can independently instigate proseuctions against these           

individually named respondents and issue warrants for their extradition to trial under Article             
13.1 and 15.c 

 
 

 
Signed by Miriam Clements  
Date: 26th April 2018 
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